The Road to Slovakia is still busy
The ABC of social dumping and how nothing has changed...
The BTB continues to investigate

Introduction

You are looking at the fourth BTB black book
on social dumping. I have very mixed feelings
about it. On the one hand, I am proud to be
presenting you with another strong document
but, at the same time, I feel sad that any steps
taken against these practices are slow to
materialise. In fact, dozens of Belgian hauliers
are still active in Slovakia and using all possible
tricks, in order to continue with their shady
practices.
The Belgian inspection services are doing
all that they can. But the political world has
washed its hands of them. The last secretaries
of state responsible for combating social fraud,
Bart Tommelein and Philippe De Backer, were
experts when it came to using announcements
to make an impact. How many times did they
announce the imminent appointment of 100
additional inspectors? In reality, the number
of inspectors has not really increased. It is a
scandal!

I am also saddened by what has become
of the excellent work carried out by the
inspection services. The hauliers are paying
for the services of renowned and cunning
lawyers who use magnifying glasses to search
for the slightest procedural errors during
investigations. And, if they don’t find one, they
trigger a legal battle that may take several
years.
It is therefore not surprising that solutions are
being negotiated amicably, in order to avoid
media attention and get away with paying a fine
– and probably taxes and social contributions
that they have previously avoided paying. And,
if they are lucky, drivers who fall victim to these
fraudulent practices may receive some of the
pay that was owed to them from the start.
As we see it, anyone who is guilty of fraud
on this scale should not get away with an
amicable settlement. The signal communicated
in this way could not be more negative as it
effectively tells everyone that the money made
from social dumping can be used to buy back
your freedom. If these cases were taken to
court, there can be no doubt that the deterrent
effect would be disproportionate.

In this black book, you can read about the
ingenious methods used by Belgian hauliers.
They play a game of hide-and-seek, which
includes using several addresses and even
fake websites!
The time has come for Fair Transport.
The political world must show the Belgian
inspection services the respect that they
deserve. The Belgian and European legislation
must put an end to these social dumping
practices. The adoption of clear regulations for
the posting of workers would be a step in the
right direction, together with the requirement
for transport companies to conduct a major
proportion of their transport activities in the
countries where they are based.
I really hope that this black book will be the
last published by the BTB on the subject of
social dumping, but very much doubt that this
will be the case…

Frank Moreels
President of the Belgian Transport Union

Račianska 66

Wherever you drive in Slovakia, you will
hardly ever see any Belgian-Slovak trucks
Starting from Vienna, we drove towards
Bratislava. We took a short break at the
motorway rest area just across the border with
Slovakia. And bingo! We saw a HGV (heavy
goods vehicle) from the Van Loon company
from Hoogstraten, with a tractor registered in
Slovakia.

Van Loon was one of the first hauliers
to conduct business in Slovakia with the
Beldyslova company. Van Loon is not the
only one, as Van Dyck from Hoogstraten and
Bellekens from Heist-op-den-Berg were also
involved in setting up the Beldyslova company.

Having to travel to Slovakia from time to time - for a technical inspection and in order to act as though there is an actual
transport business based in Slovakia.

Bellekens left the company in 2009, two years
after setting up its own Intrabel company in
Slovakia. Van Dyck and Van Loon are still part
of it.
Since it was created, the Beldyslova company
has always been based at the same address:
Račianska 66, Bratislava. It is one of the few
companies that have never relocated. On its
website, the company mentions a second
address - Trenčianska 57, Bratislava - where
(coincidently?) the registered office of the
Intrabel company is located. The blue Intrabel
minibus, which is used to transport drivers to
Belgium, can always be seen on the car park.

This address is an old office block, which
currently accommodates 82 active companies,
according to the official Slovak companies
database. If you add companies that are no
longer active, you will arrive at the figure of
273… We can locate some of the 82 companies
that are still active in Belgium: Beldyslova, as
well as Ginis Slovakijen, Palifor and J & E Trans
(De Vreese Oostakker).
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as Galliker, Gobo Trans Slovakia and Lx-Trans
(previously Lux Trans Slovakia).

Palifor Slovaquie has an office in this building
where three employees were present when
we visited. This is odd, as this is one of the
few companies where the second language,
after Slovak, is not English - but French! This
is probably because they speak French at Palifor, which is a company based in Wallonia. In
addition, the employees contradict each other
– one of them says that Palifor Slovaquie is
a subsidiary of Palifor Belgique, but this statement is immediately contradicted at great
length by her colleague: “We are an independent Slovak company and certainly not a subsidiary.” An employee says that she has worked there for twelve years and is annoyed that
Palifor Slovaquie was mentioned in our previous black book. “There is no way this is social
dumping. These are lies and nothing more!”
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Other companies have been set up at
Račianska 66, but have since relocated. One
of the very first companies in Slovakia was
Transport Verbeken, which created Foodliner
at this same address in 2004. Foodliner is now
simply known as Transport Verbeken, which
makes things easier, and this is already its
third address in Bratislava.
In addition, the companies Transgem Slovakia
(until 2016) and De Clercq Slovakia (until March
2017) were previously based in this building.
Both of them relocated to Bratislava Logistics
Park in Senec. No less than 1521 companies are
based in Senec, which is impressive for a small
town of scarcely 20,000 inhabitants. Here you
will also find several Belgian companies, such

The Sventrans company also had its registered
office in this building from 2011 until 2013.
During this period, this was already its third
address in Slovakia. Since late 2016, Sventrans
has been based at Nové Zámky, which is about
115 km from Bratislava.
J&E Trans still has its address in Račianska. It
is very strange that two companies exist under
the J & E name - J&E Trans and J&E Charter.
Both of them belong to the Ghent-based De
Vreese company… But J&E Charter is based
at another address in Bratislava - Hraničná 18
- and regularly publishes job advertisements
for drivers.
We did not see any transport activities
taking place either at Račianska 66 or in
the surrounding area. No trucks or garage –
nothing. Some companies have actually set up
an office there but most of them only have a
simple letterbox. And there are also companies
that absolutely no one has heard of if you ask
at reception.

Consultancy firms continue to offer help to
create letterbox companies!

What happened to ISC Trans?

We already wrote about this in our previous
edition: consultancy firms are helping to
create and manage companies. The services
being offered range from transport licence
applications to recruiting drivers, financial
management and hosting dispatchers in their
offices. It is therefore not surprising that the
Slovak companies of a good number of Belgian
hauliers are located in the same building as
the consultancy that they work with. Last time,
we had found two of them in Bratislava - ISC
and SK SERVICE. This time, we have found a
third one – CIBS – which hosts a number of
Belgian transport companies.

The inspections conducted at ISC TRANS
in spring 2017 had a major impact. In early
2018, the company changed its name to
ISC Slovensko. Although the address did
not change, ISC Slovensko is now based
in a different wing of the large office block
situated at Hraničná 18. According to its
statutes, ISC Slovensko conducts a wide range
of activities: administration, leasing, motor
vehicle maintenance, mediation activities in
the world of business, accountancy, economic
and organisational support, as well as market
research and opinion polls.

ISC Slovensko is moving with the times
as, in its new office, the company stresses
that it also provides advice concerning the
GDPR regulations (General Data Protection
Regulation), which have been introduced in the
European Union in order to protect personal
data. This is an extremely useful service for
clients that wish to protect their privacy.
Although the company has changed its name,
Alain Müller has remained its driving force.
We visited the new premises and asked if the
company was still helping Belgian companies
wishing to set up business in Slovakia. Two
employees at ISC Slovensko confirmed that
this was the case, while pointing out that no
letterbox companies were involved.

ISC Trans has moved to another part of the building and
changed its name
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Many Belgian hauliers have an office in the
same building as ISC Slovensko. We went to
have a closer look and noticed a few changes.
In front of the entrance to the building, there is
still a large sign with the names of companies.
We took a photo and compared it to that taken
two years ago. Spot the difference!

2017

2019

Bobortrans has actually ceased trading, as we
said in our previous edition. The name Milo
Slovak Road has been erased from the sign,
but the company office is still located there!

Milo Slovak Road in 2017

On a previous visit, we noticed that there was
no wall between the offices of Milo Slovak Road
and Deertrans. Two years later, we repeated
the test. We knocked on the door at Milo Slovak
Road. A woman opened the door of Deertrans
and asked if she could help us. We replied that
we had knocked on the neighbour’s door and
were surprised that she had opened it. “Yes,”
she said, “but we work together.” When we
asked if this is why there is no wall between
the two offices, she became angry. “We don’t
need a wall! We get on perfectly well and things
are fine how they are!” Then she slammed the
door. Mission accomplished – we know that
there is still no wall.
Many companies that we were able to trace
back to Belgium are still based in the office
block where the ISC company is located:
Slovalo (Van Loock), Slowotra (Wouters
Muyshondt), THtrucking (Transheeze), TWB SK,
Krom Logistics, Van Heel SK, Vatrancy, CETS,
Deertrans, Milo Slovak Road (Michel), Diabol
(Van Dievel), Fonder, On Site Trucking, PR
transport, S.T.O., Scandinavian Trucking, Team
Power, W.W.L. and others.
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A fairly clumsy attempt has been made to remove the names of companies that have relocated, such as Erina Trans, Milo
Slovak Road, Vatrancy and Bobortrans.

Milo Slovak Road in 2019

You will probably still remember that Diabol
(Van Dievel), Lenatrans (Rosantra) and SK MTS
(Maes from Pervijze), all three of which were
then based in the same building as ISC Trans,
were visited by the inspection services in
March 2017.
Diabol is still there, whereas Lenatrans and
SK MTS have since relocated. The office of
Lenatrans was empty two years ago and the
company told us that it had a different address,
which it had forgotten to pass on.
The Belgian hauliers apparently became afraid.
Many addresses changed. Is this a good thing
for the Slovak removals sector? Not really –
when you relocate a letterbox company, there
is no need to use removal companies.
The following companies have left the building
but have stayed in Bratislava:
•
Erina Trans (Erik Steenackers Transport),
June 2017
•
Transport Verbeken, June 2017
•
SK MTS (Maes from Pervijze), January
2018
•
Asya Transport (owners based in Liege),
May 2018
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Erina Trans relocated to Racianska 109/A, not
far from Palifor, where the company has an
attractive letterbox.

Transport Verbeken has moved to this office
block Bratislava.

SK MTS (Maes) has taken refuge in a business
park at Vajnorská ulica 135, Bratislava.

In January 2018, Solipa (VH Logistics from
Tielt) relocated to Senec, a small town situated
about 80 kilometres from Bratislava.
In February 2018, Lenatrans officially relocated
to Hurbanovo, a small village 127 kilometres
from Bratislava.
Two companies went into liquidation - Atruck
(owners based in Brussels) and Arthom (owned
by Sacotte from Éghezée).
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SK SERVICE continues in its usual way…
The ISC Slovensko company is not located in
the town centre, but no transport activities
conducted by any Belgian hauliers can be
observed here. There is only a parking area
for the private cars of visitors and members
of staff.

A great deal has already been written about the
SK Service company, which is based at Pluhová
2! In our previous edition, you already learned
that Roland Peeters, then vice-president of
FEBETRA, was the co-owner of this company.
In order to combine business and pleasure,
he owns two other Slovak companies located
in the same building - ROVITRANS and
VIROTRANS.
Following the publication of our previous black
book, Peeters announced, in autumn 2017, that
he would be selling his shares in SK Service.
This transaction took another few months,
but was done and dusted by February 2018.
However, his companies are still based there.
We would like to remind you about our
previous visits and how difficult it was for
us to enter the building. This time, we were
luckier. In the corridor, we bumped into the SK
SERVICE employee with red hair. She looked at
us suspiciously. Did she recognise us? It was
the same person that had shut the door on us.
She blinked and continued on her way. Phew!

The dark corridors on the different floors are
home to several companies, whose doors are
often closed. On the first floor, at Magetra
Slovakia, the door was open. We knocked.
The manager could not understand us – what
were we meddling with? Magetra Slovakia is
Magetra Slovakia, full stop. Cut it out! What’s
more, they are actively looking for drivers and
also published a job advertisement in January
2019.

On the ground floor, we found – surprise,
surprise – ROVITRANS and VIROTRANS, side
by side. “Roland Peeters. Yes, that’s right. He’s
the boss,” answered a man who was sorting
out documents. He told us a story that seemed
to have been learned in advance: “But there
can’t be any harm in companies also having
businesses in other countries? Look at Volvo,
for example, which you Belgians must know
about. It’s a Swedish company, which is also
active in Ghent. Just like Roland Peeters owns
companies in Belgium and Slovakia...” The man
clearly did not know that the Volvo factory has
since been taken over by a Chinese company.
It was also exactly the same story as we were
told at Palifor Slovaquie…
In October 2018, searches were conducted
at Peethultra (owned by Roland Peeters) and
Transport Martens in Turnhout. You will not
be at all surprised to hear that Martens also
owned a company here - H2X Logistics. But
you might think that it relocated in a panic
as the address changed on 25 October and
the company moved to Poprad, about 330
kilometres from Bratislava.
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Changing places?
Transmet Slovakia exchanged premises with
Belutra. The address where Belutra was located
is now occupied by the Transmet Slovakia
company, while Belutra moved to Pluhová.
Who did we find was still in Pluhová?
In the previous edition, we pointed out that
55 companies had their main office there.
There are still 44 of them. Not all of them are
transport companies or of Belgian origin. But
the following companies are still based there:
Magetra, Rovitrans, Virotrans, Box Trans, BraDoprava, Sigrita, Tinco (of which Virotrans
is a partner), V-Trans Slovakia (Vuylsteke),
Vesschemoet SK and WKC Consulting.
In addition, we also came across other
companies of Belgian origin at the location,
which do not conduct transport activities, such
as CM Renting (vehicle leasing).

Five companies share a single letterbox
belonging to Hatko Transporte.

More letterbox companies linked to SK
SERVICE
In the previous edition, we also stressed that
a number of small transport companies are
based only a stone’s throw from SK SERVICE’s
offices, which only have a simple letterbox. We
went back to check. The companies Antrum
(Weduwe Frans Put) and Intraslova (Devoldere)
still have their address at Hattalova 12/A.
In total, there are 77 active companies at
Hattalova 12/A, some of which are of Belgian
origin, such as Can Slovakia, Ricky-Trans
and VDLD, as well as Antrum and, of course,
Intraslova.
While it is true that this building includes
a number of offices, employees of other
companies told us that there is never anyone
at Antrum and Intraslova.

Antrum’s private office

Intraslova shares its office with two other companies - HOG
LOGISTICS and MDK Express

We are repeating ourselves, but no transport
activities can be observed at SK SERVICE
either. In an office, we saw a map posted to the
wall, but nothing else. It is clear that the trucks
belonging to companies based here never
come into the area. The neighbours are very
pleased about this, as many apartments are
located on the street. We must stress, at this
point, that there are also normal letterboxes!

Searches conducted on the database of Slovak
companies show us that MDK Express and Hog
Logistics are in the hands of German owners
and the Hatko Transporte company was
created by a Turkish citizen.
However, an employee of SK Service continues
to empty this letterbox on a regular basis.

One company went into liquidation: Dilissen
SK, in February 2018.
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Four for the price of one! Visiting CIBS
In search of Eurokamion, Del Slovensko,
TVP Slovakia and TMA Logistics
While preparing for this edition of our black
book, we noted that a number of transport
companies of Belgian origin were based at
the same address - Jarošova 1, Bratislava.
So we travelled there and discovered a huge
office block where there are still office spaces
available to rent.
As always, we first called at reception. We
asked the receptionist whether he knew about
the companies and he gave us excellent advice
- “Call at CIBS as they know more about it!”
CIBS is – as you will have guessed – a
consultancy firm. For example, it takes care of
accounting and HR management for its clients.
The manager welcomed us suspiciously but
told us that the companies Eurokamion, TVP
Slovakia, DEL Slovensko and TMA Logistics are
actually clients of CIBS and have their official
addresses at CIBS. More letterboxes!
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“But this does not mean that these four
companies are actually based here,” she said.
Del Slovensko is actually located there and the
dispatcher is based at separate premises. She
did not say a word about Eurokamion, but said
that the TMA Logistics company (owned by a
person from Beerse) had not been active for
two years. And what about TVP Slovakia? Yes,
this company has its official address here, but
she had another address that she could give
us without any problem. What she did not tell
us was that Del Slovensko changed its name to
B&B Power in December 2018, whose owners
are Andy and Dany Braun from the East of
Belgium. Perhaps they forgot to inform CIBS?

1350 kilometres from Bratislava! Remember
the name - Tom Lokere – as we will meet it
again later!

Setting up a company in Slovakia? There are
still office spaces available for rent, starting
from 17 m²

Other things struck us. The CIBS company
relocated to this building in 2014 and the
transport companies, the letterboxes, moved
with it… as they were based at the CIBS
company, which was created in 2006.
The Selekta company, then known as 2XL
Slovakia and owned by the De Dijcker family
(DD Trans/ECS), is also based here, but has
gone into liquidation.

Eurokamion – the name rings a bell. Isn’t that
the company owned by Tom Lokere? Who
also has links with Milo Slovak Road? Yes,
that’s right. He also has another company at
this address - LOGPOWER, created in 2015.
He is therefore in competition with CIBS as a
company management consultancy. But it is
strange that this consultant does not live in
Slovakia. He lives in Riga, capital of Latvia 15

The child needs a name

A visit to TVP Slovakia
We left the town centre in order to enter an
industrial zone. Dozens of companies are based
at the address that we were given, which is in
the same street as SK MTS (Maes from Pervijze).
You cannot pass through the barrier without
introducing yourself. We are lucky, they let us
in. We introduced ourselves, but our questions
were clearly not welcome. They found us too
curious. We heard them say in Slovak “Are they
journalists?” The man limited himself to saying
that he was only a simple dispatcher and we
would only have to come back in an hour when
the manager would be back.

There’s no such thing as chance!
Two days later, we read a sponsor advertisement
on Facebook: Transport Van Praet is looking for
drivers… in Belgium. Had they heard about the
visit of the BTB to TVP Slovakia and were trying
to improve their image?

The companies often use their Belgian names
or that of their children or family. Others show
greater creativity, by having their company
name translated or looking for a Slovak
name linked to the sector. Or they choose a
completely different name. You see all kinds
of things.

A few examples
Transmet is called Transmet Slovakia in
Slovakia, while Transgem operates there as
Transgem Slovakia. The same approach is used
by Gilbert De Clercq, Pelgroms and Palifor.

If your company is called Snel (“fast” in Dutch),
it is only logical that you will opt for its Slovak
equivalent - Rychlotrans. Rychlo also means
“fast”.

Rovetra opted for Rovetra Slovensko.

Some companies have created confusion, such
as TransWest from Oostkamp, which also opted
for a word that means fast - RÝCHLY. Is this a
case of cross-border competition?

The Slovak word for beaver is bobor and
Bevertrans therefore became Bobortrans (now
in voluntary liquidation).
Van Dievel is simply known as Diabol in
Slovakia, which is a clever translation.
Transheeze operates there as TH Trucking.
Sventrans was created by Marc Geerts, father
of Sven. Marc is the son of Corneel Geerts.
Marc Geerts currently heads the Corneel
Geerts group.
Rosantra has been rechristened Lenatrans.

And what can we say about Van de Poel?
The Slovak company is called Slonatrans and
“slona” means elephant.
Others opt for a reference to Slovakia, like
Wouters-Muyshondt with SLOWOTRA, Van
Loock with SLOVALO and Michel with Milo
Slovak Road (Michel Logistics).
The Bellekens company is present in Slovakia
under the Intrabel name. Gosh – a double
reference to Bellekens and Belgium. Great
idea, guys!

CIBS gave us a post-it note with the Slovak address of the
Transport Van Praet company
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See the differences for yourself. The lettering
has disappeared, together with the furniture.

Impossible to find? Non-existent? Well
hidden? An account of our sometimes
hilarious attempts at finding Transcéleste,
Solipa and Widem

Information was obtained from neighbours who
were only able to answer that the company
had “disappeared” a few months ago. No one
could tell us where it had gone. We checked
the entire street but there wasn’t the slightest
trace of Transcéleste!

Transcéleste
At the time, like so many other (letterbox)
companies of Belgian hauliers, Transcéleste
had its letterbox at Pluhová 2, Bratislava. SK
Service, the consultancy that includes many
Belgian hauliers among its customers, is still
present at this address and its co-owner, until
early 2018, was Roland Peeters, director of
FEBETRA.
The Transcéleste company was founded in
February 2012 and relocated, in July 2017, to
the small town of Nové Zámky, 114 kilometres
from Bratislava. Nové Zámky has approx.
40,000 inhabitants.
The founder of Transcéleste is Julian Planas
Nunez, from the J & P Logistics company based
in Houthalen. Every weekend, Transcéleste
trucks can be seen on the Bruno truck parking
space in Genk, where the Romanian drivers
take their weekly rest period at the weekend.
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At the official address of Transcéleste in the
centre of the small town of Nové Zámky, there is
no parking space for heavy goods vehicles. The
street is called Podzámska. The Transcéleste
website includes photos of attractive offices
and the staff who work there. These photos
contrast strikingly with the reality, which is very
different! Completely empty offices, without
any signs on the doors. Compare for yourself.
On the left, you can see photos downloaded
from the Transcéleste website and, on the
right, photos taken by the BTB inspection team.

However, we are certain that Transcéleste was
no longer there when we inspected the entire
street.
The website also displays the old address, as
shown by the following screenshot taken on he
15th of March 2019.
Transcéleste is therefore not only a letterbox
company, but also a phantom company!

Back in Belgium, we noticed - to our great
surprise - that, according to the official Slovak
companies database, the company had moved
from number 40 to
number 34 A in the
same street.

Photos from the website

Photos taken by the BTB inspection team
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Solipa
Since May 2018, the Solipa company has been
established in Senica, a small town situated
approx. 80 kilometres from Bratislava with
about 20,000 inhabitants. Like many other
companies, Solipa has left Bratislava. Along
with many other Belgian hauliers, the company
was located at the address where the ISC
consultancy office is still based - Hraničná 18.
We have not been able to find Solipa at the
addressed provided in Senica. Here we found a
very recent building, with offices on the ground
floor and apartments on the upper floors. We
checked all the doorbells and letterboxes. But
there was no trace of Solipa!

The official address of Solipa owned by V.H. Logistics (Tielt). But there was no trace of the company…
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We had the idea of consulting its website,
which states the address of its operational
headquarters. They are located in Borský
Mikuláš, a small village with a few thousand
inhabitants, 20 kilometres further away.

Fortunately, we had an excellent sat nav, as
this address is difficult to find. We entered a
residential area. After searching for a while,
we found the villa where the “operational
headquarters” of Solipa are located.

On the Solipa website, we found another address in Borský
Mikuláš.

This villa is the location of Solipa’s operational headquarters – but there is no car park or garage…
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The directors of FEBETRA, UPTR and TLV
are also active in Slovakia
There was nobody there. So we called with our
mobile phones. There was no answer, but they
called us back half an hour later. We introduced
ourselves as a potential customer, which
regularly conducts transport assignments
in Slovakia. The answer was revealing:
“Impossible, our trucks are constantly on the
roads in Western Europe. It is rare that one of
them comes back to Slovakia.”

The three employers’ federations for the
transport sector are outraged when unfair
competition comes into play. They demand
increased controls and add their signatures to
the “Plan for fair competition in the transport
sector.” These are fine words and nothing
more, as a number of directors from
these three federations also own(ed)
companies in Slovakia.

The Solipa company was created in 2008 by
Patrick Cools who then gave his address as
Koggenstraat 28, Zeebrugge. This is also –
purely by coincidence – the address of the
Cools Transport company… Until 30 December
2016, Cools was on the board of Solipa. On 31
December 2016, V.H. Logistics from Tielt took
it over again.

TLV:
•
Paul Lambrecht from TransWest is active
in Slovakia with RÝCHLY.
•
Gert Snel from Snel owns Rychlotrans.
•
Briek Verhelst from Verhelst owns Top
Logistics (in liquidation).
•
Marc Lanckriet, previously DD Trans/
ECS, was active with his family in
Bratislava Equipment and Selekta (both in
liquidation).

And the trucks continued to cross Western
Europe…
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FEBETRA:
•
Roland Peeters (former vice-president)
from Peethultra owns Rovitrans and
Virotrans.
•
Hans D’Eer, secretary, owns Deertrans.
•
Didier Michel, vice-president, is active in
the country with Milo Slovak Road.

Widem
UPTR:
•
Steven Meeus from Eskatrans is active
with M Logistika.
•
Hermans Ginis from Delletrans was active
with Ginis Slovakijen.
•
Christophe Ravignat (from the Jost
company) is active with Trans Union and
SK Line.
•
Arnold Hertsens is active in the country
with the companies Carlog and Halding.

It’s a piece of cake, we said to ourselves.
Nothing could be easier. Unfortunately… We
travelled to the address shown - Zámocká
30, Bratislava. Strangely, it’s right in the
town centre. Would it be possible to drive a
HGV here, in this little street with its bistros,
restaurants and a shop for heavy metal
fans? At the address provided, in the hall,
we found a large number of letterboxes.

The Widem company was created in 2007. It
is part of the WIDEM group from Rekkem in
West Flanders. Many hauliers will do anything
to hide the fact that they are also active in
other countries. But not the Widem group! On
the group’s website, we discovered that it is
also present in France, the UK, Czech Republic,
Spain, Turkey, Morocco, China and… Slovakia.

And these are only the directors who are active
in Slovakia. Others are active in other Eastern
European countries and particularly in Poland,
the Czech Republic, Romania, etc.

Of course, it is not forbidden by law to own a
company in another country. But it is against
the law to create a company with the sole
aim of bending the rules. This is what many
hauliers are doing, which do not conduct any
transport activities with their companies in
Slovakia.

Bratislava, Zámocká 30, the Slovak base of Widem

Widem’s website clearly states the address of Widem
Slovakia.
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One letterbox attracted our attention - that
of the Office House “company”, which bears
the names of dozens of companies that share
their address with Office House. A single
letterbox, how fortunate for the environment...
Office House therefore really is an address
for companies that wish to remain invisible,
simply by renting a letterbox...

While looking for information on the Internet
about the Office House company in Bratislava,
we came across the following Czech website:
Office House is therefore a service provider that
rents out “registered” offices. The company
even offers administrative support. And all for
30 Euros per month. What a bargain!

Feeling optimistic, we made our way to
the Office House office, which is not easily
accessible. A receptionist welcomed us. We
asked where the Widem company office was.
She replied: “I can’t help you. By the way,
what brings you here?” We referred to the
Widem website, which displays the company’s
address. We insisted and she replied: “Yes,
this company has an address here, but there’s
no one there. However, it has another site
in Slovakia, but I can’t give you the address.
I’m sorry but I’m just a simple receptionist. I
only carry out instructions.” So this was a
real letterbox address – you can’t get more
authentic than that...
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A warm welcome at RÝCHLY

A trip to Bratislava – visiting DopraVanDelm
and RÝCHLY

A few kilometres from the centre of Bratislava,
we discovered a large office block at Jašíková
2. As always, you have to introduce yourself
at reception. We were there to visit RÝCHLY, a
company originally from West Flanders. Around
the imposing building, there were clearly no
transport activities taking place, no parking
spaces, no garage and therefore no trucks.

DopraVanDelm
The DopraVanDelm company was created in
2012. It first found a home in the building where
the SK Service consultancy was also based,
but is now based in a building that it shares
with many other companies at Staviteľská 7.
We asked whether it was really the Transport
Van Delm company. “No, we are a Slovak
company, but the owner is actually Belgian.”
“Is that Peter Van Delm?” “Possibly.” When
we asked why he has a transport company
in Slovakia, they answered, laconically, that
we would have to ask him ourselves. Our
questions clearly annoyed them and they
wanted to get rid of us as quickly as possible.
Once again, they trotted out the old story
that there is no harm in owning companies in
several countries.

The offices of the DopraVanDelm company are located in the same building as the customs office.
Was this a deliberate choice or pure coincidence?

This company does not have a Flemishsounding name. But it really is from West
Flanders. RÝCHLY is nothing like TransWest, but
truly is linked to the transport sector: RÝCHLY
is the Slovak word for “fast”. The common
link between RÝCHLY and TransWest is the
Lambrecht family, which owns the TransWest
company in Oostkamp. Paul Lambrecht is not
only the manager of RÝCHLY. According to
the official Slovak companies database, he
is also a director of “Transport en Logistiek
Vlaanderen”, one of the three employers’
federations based in our country. The RÝCHLY
company was created in February 2007.
The TransWest website states that “TransWest
is a Flemish family business. You will notice
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this in many ways : we are working every day
to improve our quality and continuity, always
keeping both feet on the ground.” But there is
no trace of RÝCHLY.
However, the RÝCHLY company is even more
Flemish than you might think. The BTB team
was even welcomed in Dutch, albeit rather
coldly. After our first few questions, which we
asked in English, the man that welcomed us
quickly switched to Dutch, which saved us the
trouble of having to translate what he said later.
What a stroke of luck! When we asked whether
it was true that the RÝCHLY company is linked
to TransWest, the answer was short and clear:
“You already know the answer and if you didn’t
you wouldn’t have come here.” He concluded
by saying: “You should read the ABVV black
book on social dumping. You will find all the
answers to your questions. This company has
already existed for ten years and I’ve been
working here for two and a half years. By the
way, I was expecting you, as some colleagues
told me that you were touring the area. You
know, Bratislava is a small town and everyone
knows each other in the transport sector.”

The RÝCHLY company is based in this cold and impersonal
corridor.

Of course, the small plaque on the door does not mention
TransWest, Oostkamp.
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Need a driving licence or other documents?
Buy them online!
Do you not have a driving licence? No problem.
No identity card or residence permit? No
problem either! Several websites offer this type
of documents. You simply place your order
without having to go anywhere and, one week
later, you’ll receive your documents in the post.

The range is extremely varied and includes,
for example, driving licences, as well as ID and
student cards. On this website, you can also
buy a Belgian driving licence, but we didn’t
need to do this as we already had one.

But the BTB still conducted a little test. We ordered
a Romanian driving licence. One week later, we
had our licence – for 90 Euros. What a bargain!

You can even personalise things even more for
a small additional charge, including the driving
licence number, upload your own signature,
etc.
But the websites protect themselves against
any risks, by a displaying a pop-up, which
clearly states that the documents are
“collector’s pieces”.
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They leave Bratislava to set up business
further and further from the capital
Q Trucking Slovensko in Košice

Rychlotrans in Žilina
The town of Žilina, situated about 200
kilometres from Bratislava, has approx. 85,000
inhabitants... and only one Belgian haulier, Gert
Snel from Deinze, which “operates” a transport
company here in Slovakia. Rychlo is the Slovak
word for “fast”. We wondered how long it must
have taken to think up a name for its Slovak
subsidiary.
We followed our sat nav and entered the town
centre until we reached the pedestrian area.
We parked our car and continued on foot. The
Rychlotrans company is based in the old town,
which cannot be entered with an HGV. At the
address provided, we found an office space
and apartments. Offices were still available to
rent. We had a sense of déjà vu: no transport
activities were taking place here either. It
would be foolhardy to try and enter the town
centre with an HGV…
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Rychlotrans is looking for drivers and
emphasises, in its job advertisements, which
we found online, that the drivers will live in
Belgium or the Netherlands. But with the
working and salary conditions that exist in
Slovakia! Is that a confession?

With just under 250,000 inhabitants, Košice is
Slovakia’s second city, situated 400 kilometres
from Bratislava. However, very few Belgian
hauliers are based there.
The Q Trucking Slovensko company has
existed since 2002, when it was created under
the Petrotrans name. In 2006, the company
was taken over by the Luxembourg company
Welkin, which changed its name to Q Trucking
Slovensko. However, the Van Steenbergen
company from Arendonk was behind this
organisation. It is a company with a rich family
tradition, as it is already the seventh generation
that holds the reins. Strangely, this very
active company has very few staff in Belgium.
According to figures from the ONSS (National
Office of Social Security), it has no more than
five employees. But Van Steenbergen runs Q
Trucking Slovensko alongside other companies
in other countries, such as Viana Fernandes
in Portugal. The drivers working for its Slovak
and Portuguese companies are Romanians. Of
course, the website does not mention this.

Last November, Van Steenbergen considered
that it was time to cross the Ts and dot
the Is by imposing stricter regulations for
drivers. Each driver is therefore required to
sign a document written in English, entitled
“Supplementary agreement on employment”,
which is a supplement to the employment
contract. Any driver who fails to sign it, is in
trouble. The changes were not insignificant:
a 10-Euro reduction in the daily allowance for
those who refuse to be exploited, the right to
paid leave after six months’ service, a ban on
holiday leave for drivers with less than one
year’s service at Q Trucking Slovensko in the
period between Christmas and New Year.
The Q Trucking Slovensko and Viana Fernandes
drivers have had enough. They are contacting
the BTB. We contacted Mr Van Steenbergen by
telephone and asked why he makes his drivers
sign this kind of document, which imposes a
10-Euro reduction of the daily allowance.
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The drivers are required to use a second
tachograph card, which must be collected from
dispatching: this is standard practice at this
company. But, apparently, they do not always
return it, which annoys dispatching.

His answer was clear: “The document does not
impose anything of the kind!” He then changed
his mind. “But this isn’t a Van Steenbergen
document. It’s from another company. That’s
the one that you need to contact.” He was even
kind enough to give us the telephone number
of the company in question.
The drivers were quickly called to order. The
Romanian driver who was behind the protests
was assigned the most difficult jobs in order to
distance him from his colleagues. In January
2019, an easy pretext was found so that he
could be dismissed. The letter of dismissal
was written in Slovak on the stationery of the Q
Trucking Slovensko company.

All the drivers receive a message on their on-board computer reminding them to return
the card.

Half an hour later, they receive the instruction to delete this message.
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Supplement to the employment contract with daily allowance reductions
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What happened after the North Sea Express
company was inspected in Zeebrugge?

They relocate more often than we have
hot dinners - SvenTrans is already at its
fifth address.
We paid a short visit to Sventrans, a company
that was created in 2007 by Marc Geerts, son
of Corneel Geerts. He named it after his son,
Sven. The Sventrans company has itchy feet.
After occupying an office in Bratislava for two
years, it moved to another office where it
stayed for three years. It then set up business
at Račianska 66, Bratislava. Two years later,
it moved to a new address in Bratislava. And,
since December 2016, it can be found in Nové
Zámky at Považská 38.

What happened to the East Transport and
Leasing company in Bratislava?

We chatted a little with the security guard who
opened and closed the barrier. Sventrans? He
replied that he had never heard of the name.
But he knew M LOGISTIKA and ATL RENTING.
“Two people work there in the big villa over
there. But you can’t go inside.”

You will probably remember the search
conducted at North Sea Express in Zeebrugge
in November 2017. No less than 112 trucks had
been confiscated. On that particular weekend,
more than 140 drivers were present at the site.
And then… everything went quiet.

The ATL Renting company has been based
there since it was established in 2013, together
with M Logistika since it was created in 2014.

The inspection services did their job, together
with the lawyers of Dirk Callant, owner of
the companies North Sea Express and East
Transport and Leasing. It was then just a
matter of wait and see. Would it go to court or
would they arrive at an amicable settlement?

Together, we are stronger!
The entrance to the site is not easy to find.
At the address that we had, we could see a
gate that had clearly been closed for a long
time. After driving around for a while, we finally
arrived at the back of the site, which is home
to several companies, such as M LOGISTIKA
that is owned by Steven Meeus, who heads
the ESKATRANS company in Belgium and is
also a director of the UPTR. The ATL RENTING
company is also based there.
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Sventrans, M Logistika and ATL Renting have set up their
offices in this villa at the site.

An amicable settlement is costly, very costly.
A court case can take several years and the
outcome is uncertain. There are actually
specialist and cunning lawyers who will do
anything to make a court case take more time.
This gives the employer time to prepare, if
necessary, for the worst-case scenario.
This was also the case with the court action
brought by the BTB against the Belgian haulier
RMT: the trial lasted several years, but the BTB
won in the end and RMT had to pay the Belgian
salary to the Bulgarian drivers in question.
But, shortly after the ruling, the company went
bankrupt. Proceedings are currently underway
for fraudulent bankruptcy.
North Sea Express agreed to an amicable
solution. Callant will have to pay a substantial
sum and partly compensate the drivers.
Unfortunately, it has not been mentioned in the
press, which may create the illusion that they
have gone unpunished.
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Slovakia is also affected by the shortage
of drivers

No driving licence? No problem!

The shortage of truck drivers is also affecting
Slovakia. A study conducted by the European
Union (Statistical Pocket Book Transport 2018)
reveals that employment in the transport
sector in Slovakia increased by no less than
48.8 % between 2010 and 2015 – from 29,900
to 48,800 workers, whereas employment in
transport has decreased in our country, mainly
due to the policy of outsourcing adopted by
Belgian hauliers.

These companies even manage to organise
their own training for their drivers. This is the
case with Slonatrans, a company owned by
Van de Poel from Herenthout. The Slonatrans
company, created in 2007, employs over 100
Romanian drivers who were enticed by the fine
promises made to them.

It therefore comes as no surprise that
companies are desperately looking for drivers.
They publish endless job advertisements on
several websites. Within a few weeks, we saw
job advertisements from companies, such as
Rychlotrans, Verbeken, Palifor, Krom Logistics,
J & E Charter, De Clercq Slovakia, Carlog,
Transgem Slovakia, Magetra Slovakia, etc.
The vast majority of drivers working for these
companies are Romanians who have never set
foot in Slovakia. They signed their contracts in
Romania or often in Belgium. A contract written
in Slovak, which they were unable to read...
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The company provides comprehensive training
for international HGV drivers. The candidate
first has to pass a psychological test. Anyone
who passes the test and is suitable from a
medical point of view can commence training
at a Slovak driving school, in order to obtain
his EC licence and, of course, his certificate of
professional competence and even the ADR
certificate. The company, however, requires a
criminal record certificate, as you cannot put
just anyone behind the steering wheel of an
HGV!

The job advertisements refer explicitly to
Van de Poel, the Belgian parent company,
and state that accommodation is provided:
chalets equipped with washing machines and
dryers, and a company car for when you go
shopping. In a nutshell, heaven on earth. But
they forget to point out that these “chalets”
are only provided because it is now prohibited
for drivers to spend their weekly rest period in
their trucks…

As its drivers are gradually starting to get fed up, Van de Poel has now changed its methods: Slonatrans has decided to train its own drivers. An easy solution!
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Conclusion

For the fourth time in less than ten years, the
BTB has noticed that Belgian hauliers continue
to outsource their activities to Slovakia, which
contradicts the bold declarations made by the
employers’ federations, which condemn social
dumping… and therefore amount to lip service.
There are still countless letterbox companies.
Some of them are still trying to keep up the
pretence, by setting up a person in an office
in Slovakia who receives orders and schedules
from Belgium. They therefore give the
impression that a driver who works for a Slovak
company receives his orders from Slovakia.

They are trying to remain hidden while under
pressure from our black books and steps taken
by the inspection services. They frequently
relocate or even turn into phantom companies.
Some hauliers think they are untouchable and
adopt an arrogant approach. For this reason,
more than ever before, the BTB calls for more
inspections, followed by criminal proceedings
and heavy penalties instead of amicable
settlements, which are hardly covered by the
press. The BTB firmly believes that we need to
put an end to the feeling of impunity!

Want to know more ?
www.stopsocialdumping.com
Read our previous black books:
http://tinyurl.com/2012-Blackbook-Socialdumping
http://tinyurl.com/2017-Blackbook-Socialdumping
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